Writing Skills
Citing Electronic Books
APA
In-text Citation:


In APA style, a source quoted within the body of the text requires the author, year,
and page number. If the book does not have page numbers, there are options for
how to provide a location:
o Provide the heading or section name: (Spencer, 2013, Anthropomorphism—
Dogs as Humans section)
o If you are referencing a chapter that has a lengthy title, simply put the first
word of the title in quotation marks: (Spencer, 2013, “Anthropomorphism”)
o Provide a paragraph number either by using the paragraph numbering
available or by manually counting the paragraph number: (Spencer, 2013,
para.26)
o Combine a heading or section name with a paragraph number: (Spencer,
2013, Anthropomorphism-Dogs as Humans section, para.26)

References:



For ebooks, the format, platform or device (e.g. Kobo/Kindle) is not included in the
reference.
Follow this structure for reference entries:

Last Name, First Initial. (Year of Publication). Title of book. Publisher information/DOI
number or URL.

Example:
Spencer, C. (2013). Why does my dog do that? Constable & Robinson. http://toronto.lib.
overdrive.com.

MLA
In-text Citation:




In MLA style, a source cited within the body of your text requires the author and a
stable numbering system.
Only use a fixed numbering system that is consistent for all users. For example, if
there is a system such as chapters, cite the chapter like this: (Spencer, ch. 2).
If there is no stable numbering system, do not count unnumbered parts manually.
Simply cite the work as a whole like this: (Spencer, Why Does My Dog Do That?)

Works Cited:


Follow this structure for works cited entries:

Last name, First Name. Title. Publisher, Year of Publication. Electronic container, URL
location.

Example:
Spencer, Caroline. Why Does My Dog Do That? Constable & Robinson, 2013. EPUB.

Last Updated: 2020

Chicago/Turabian: Notes and Bibliography
Footnotes or Endnotes:


Because electronic books do not always have consistent page numbers since the
reader can change font size, a chapter or section number should be referenced
instead. Here is an example of a brief note:
1

Spencer, Why Does My Dog Do That?, chap 2.

Bibliography:


Follow this structure for bibliographic entries:

First Name, Last Name. Title of Book. City of Publication: Publisher, Year, E-book edition/
URL.

Example:
Spencer, Caroline. Why Does My Dog Do That? London: Constable & Robinson, 2013, Kobo
edition.

Chicago/Turabian: Author-Date
In-text Citation:


In Author-Date reference style, an in-text citation requires the author and year like
this: (Spencer 2013)

References:


Follow this structure for reference entries:

Last Name, First Name. Year of Publication. Title of Book. City of Publication: Publisher. Ebook format/URL.

Example:
Spencer, Caroline. 2013. Why Does My Dog Do That? London: Constable & Robinson. Kobo
edition.
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